
Medical savings accounts (MSAs) have shown
that they can help health care consumers control
costs, exercise greater choice in and control of
their own health care, improve access to medical
care, and increase personal savings. Early experi-
ments with MSAs achieved modest success by
the mid-1990s. The Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996 established a
five-year MSA demonstration project for a select
group of individuals—employees of small firms
with 50 or fewer workers and self-employed indi-
viduals. MSAs under HIPAA provided federal tax
deductions for contributions to multiyear sav-
ings accounts established for medical purposes.

HIPAA MSAs were handicapped by rules that
limited their availability and growth over the last
four years. HIPAA imposed unnecessary complex-
ity, restricted the scope of the MSA project, and
created a number of MSA design problems. Last
December the HIPAA MSA project was about to
sunset when Congress renewed it for another two
years, until December 31, 2002. However,
Congress failed to fix any of the underlying prob-
lems plaguing HIPAA MSAs. It simply renamed
them “Archer MSAs” in recognition of the role of
Rep. Bill Archer (R-Tex.) in enacting them.

On February 28 President George W. Bush pro-
posed that MSAs be made permanent and liberal-
ized. The Bush administration’s budget plan for fis-
cal year 2002 would remove HIPAA’s cap on the
number of MSAs and the restriction related to
employer size. All employees and individuals cov-
ered by a high-deductible health plan would be eli-
gible for MSAs. The Bush MSA reforms would
lower the minimum annual deductible amount eli-
gible for tax advantages as a high-deductible health
plan, allow annual MSA contributions up to 100
percent of the applicable maximum deductible,
and permit employees and employers to combine
their MSA contributions to reach that annual limit.

To provide a fairer test of MSAs for all
Americans, Congress should peel away the
remaining legislative and regulatory restrictions
on federally qualified MSAs. Expanding the avail-
ability of tax-advantaged MSA plans with high-
deductible insurance could allow many
Americans to economize on insurance costs, save
for future medical and long-term-care expenses,
and still remain protected against the risks of cat-
astrophic illness. Potential MSA customers cer-
tainly will be interested in purchasing more-flexi-
ble and better-structured MSA plans.
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Introduction

The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 gave employers of
50 or fewer workers (hereinafter “small
employers”) and the self-employed a new
health care coverage option, medical savings
accounts (MSAs). Health plans with MSAs
can reduce health insurance premiums and
enable insured individuals to accumulate
their savings in tax-advantaged accounts that
can be accessed to cover out-of-pocket med-
ical expenses.

Although various types of MSA insurance
products have been available for the past
decade or so at the state level,1 HIPAA autho-
rized the first federal program allowing fed-
eral tax breaks on multiyear savings accounts
established for medical purposes.2 Nineteen
states also allow state income tax deductions
for MSA contributions.3

As the original HIPAA MSA demonstra-
tion project neared its four-year deadline last
December, participation levels remained dis-
appointingly low. The most recent estimate
of total HIPAA MSAs, issued by the Internal
Revenue Service in October 1999, indicated
that there were a few more than 42,000 MSA
holders in tax year 1998.4 Although more
recent private industry estimates suggested
that as many as 100,000 MSAs had been
opened by last year, that figure remained well
short of the HIPAA participation limit of
750,000 MSA holders.

The federal MSA program was poorly
designed. HIPAA restricted the scope of the
demonstration project, imposed unnecessary
complexity, and hampered the design of con-
sumer-friendly MSA products.

Several efforts to correct the structural
flaws and handicaps that limited the growth
of HIPAA MSAs fell short during the 106th
Congress. The political fight over MSAs in
Congress remained fundamentally about
control. MSAs give control to patients and
physicians. Expanded use of private MSAs
would thwart the goals of advocates of
nationalized health care and reduce the mar-

ket for managed-care insurance.
During last year’s presidential campaign,

Republican candidate George W. Bush advo-
cated permanent legal status for an expanded
version of MSAs that would be available to all
Americans.5 With the HIPAA MSA pilot pro-
gram set to end on December 31, 2000,
Congress voted on December 15 to extend
that deadline another two years, but it did
not address the underlying problems ham-
pering federally qualified MSAs.6

Earlier this year President Bush redeemed
his campaign promise when he offered new
tax provisions to extend permanently MSAs
and make them available to anyone covered
by a high-deductible health plan.7 On April 4
Reps. Bill Thomas (R-Calif.) and William
Lipinski (D-Ill.) introduced the Medical
Savings Account Availability Act of 2001
(H.R. 1524), which would expand and
improve access to MSAs in a similar manner.
On June 20 Sens. Charles Grassley (R-Iowa),
Robert Torricelli (D-N.J.), and Larry Craig (R-
Idaho) introduced nearly identical Senate
legislation (S. 1067).

In this paper I explore the concept of
MSAs, examine their history, and show how
they have worked in practice. Regardless of
the federal income tax treatment of MSAs,
employers and individuals across the nation
already have established and successfully
used both federally qualified MSAs under
HIPAA and other “nonqualified” MSAs.8 I
then analyze the future of MSAs and outline
a number of policy measures that could
improve and expand MSAs for everyone. 

How a Typical MSA Works

An MSA health plan provides a health
care savings account in combination with a
high-deductible health insurance policy. The
savings account is controlled by the insured
person and used to pay routine health care
expenses. The accompanying catastrophic
insurance policy covers more substantial
health care costs. 

In most instances (particularly to qualify
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for federal tax benefits under HIPAA), MSAs
are established by either self-employed work-
ers or employers on behalf of their employ-
ees. The cost of an MSA plan’s high-
deductible health insurance policy is usually
significantly less than the cost of a low-
deductible policy.9 The high-deductible poli-
cy protects the insured from catastrophic ill-
ness, prolonged hospitalization, or a particu-
larly unhealthy year. The money saved by
purchasing less-expensive insurance may be
used to increase contributions by an individ-
ual or his employer to an MSA administered
by a designated trustee or custodian—usually
a bank or an insurance company. 

Funds accumulated in the MSA may be
used to pay initial medical expenses incurred
by the insured and his family in a given year.
When qualified medical expenses for that
year exceed the MSA plan’s deductible, insur-
ance payments under the high-deductible
policy begin to cover most, if not all, medical
expenses (depending on the plan’s scope of
covered services and any other cost-sharing
features, such as coinsurance or copay-
ments). In general, once the total out-of-
pocket maximum (the “stop-loss” level) is
reached under the high-deductible policy, the
insurance plan will cover all remaining med-
ical expenses. Unspent MSA funds, including
any interest or investment earnings, accumu-
late from year to year, providing additional
money to cover possible medical expenses in
the future.

MSAs improve health care financing
options and offer a number of advantages.
They control costs, improve access to health
care, expand consumers’ choice in and con-
trol of health care, and increase savings.

MSAs Control Costs
MSAs are not the panacea for controlling

health care cost increases, but they are a step
in the right direction. The tax treatment of
insurance premiums for employer-funded
MSAs is similar to that already accorded
other employer-sponsored health insurance
plans.1 0 However, MSAs also reallocate some
current health care dollars that would nor-

mally be spent on insurance premiums and
allow them to remain under the direct con-
trol of individual workers. Those dollars then
may be spent on actual health care services
(not just insurance coverage) or saved for
future health care needs. By putting individ-
uals back in control of more purchasing deci-
sions, MSAs create incentives for individuals
to purchase health care more prudently and
reduce their overall health care spending in a
given year.1 1

One of the major factors driving health
care costs higher has been the increasing
share of medical bills paid by third-party pay-
ers (private health insurers, employers, and
government agencies) in the U.S. health care
system. Most health care consumers do not
pay directly for their own health care. Nearly
97 percent of hospital bills and more than 84
percent of physicians’ fees are paid by private
health insurance. On average, 80 cents of
every dollar used to purchase health care is
paid by someone other than the consumer
who receives the care.1 2

Third-party payment of health care bills
insulates individual consumers from the real
cost of their health care decisions and treat-
ment. With little incentive to control health
care costs, consumers have less reason to
avoid unnecessary care, question costs, or
shop around for the best treatment available
at a reasonable price. They do have every
incentive to demand more services. Because
the degree of third-party payment varies
greatly among different types of health ser-
vices, patients and their doctors also are more
likely to choose services with greater insur-
ance coverage even when alternative services
with less coverage may be at least as effective
and less expensive.1 3

Excessive third-party coverage with low
deductibles increases administrative costs.
Regardless of the dollar amount of any partic-
ular bill submitted to the third-party payer,
every bill must be reviewed and checked for
accuracy. In addition, the third-party payer
must maintain some system for ensuring that
the prices charged are reasonable and custom-
ary and that the services provided are covered
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benefits under the policy. Processing so many
single claims and authorizing their payment
require a costly bureaucracy of medical review-
ers and claim adjusters.1 4

MSAs provide a different type of cost con-
trol mechanism than do the tools used by
managed-care insurance plans. Because man-
aged care relies on third-party control of the
availability of health care services, it is less
effective in curtailing overuse of routine, out-
patient medical services. Managed-care plans
may be more effective in dealing with high-
cost conditions for which there are alterna-
tive treatment options.1 5

MSAs are designed to address the funda-
mental problem of controlling health care
costs without resorting to third-party restric-
tions on access to care. Instead of limiting the
supply of desired medical services, according
to the type of criteria commonly used by
managed-care insurers or government
bureaucrats, MSAs lower the demand for
those services by requiring individuals to pay
directly and up-front for their discretionary
health care choices. MSAs integrate the con-
sumer goals of quality, choice, and cost con-
trol by putting the individual consumer back
in charge of meeting them. Whereas other
health care financing arrangements often
frustrate or annoy consumers to various
degrees, MSAs empower consumers and
increase their satisfaction.

MSAs work best in controlling and reduc-
ing the use and costs of low-dollar, routine,
discretionary medical care, as illustrated by
the RAND Corporation’s Health Insurance
Experiment. The RAND HIE involved a con-
trolled trial of how the design of insurance
benefits might affect medical use, medical
expenses, and health status. The HIE was one
of the largest and most comprehensive
health care research projects ever conducted.
It examined health expenditures of 2,500
families from 1974 to 1982. Each family was
provided with one of four different insurance
plans. The level of out-of-pocket cost sharing
under the plans ranged from none at all to 95
percent of the family’s first $1,000 in annual
health care expenses.16

Families with no deductible (0 percent
coinsurance) incurred hospital expenses 30
percent higher and spent 67 percent more for
doctors’ visits, drugs, and other outpatient
health care services than did families with the
highest deductibles.1 7 Manning et al. con-
cluded that a catastrophic insurance plan
reduced expenditures 31 percent relative to
insurance with zero out-of-pocket cost shar-
ing.1 8The RAND HIE demonstrated that the
more people had to pay for medical care
without insurance reimbursement, the less
they would spend on total medical care. In
comparing patients in “free care” plans with
those in plans requiring more sharing of
costs, RAND researchers detected no signifi-
cant effects on their health status and health
habits.1 9

MSA plans achieve similar savings by
reducing the misincentives of first-dollar and
low-deductible health insurance coverage.2 0

When provided with comprehensive insur-
ance coverage, patients naturally will seek all
the care possible, however unlikely it is that
additional services will have a beneficial
effect or how slight that effect may be. When
physicians and other health care vendors are
compensated according to the volume and
price of the services they provide, they too
have a financial incentive to order or suggest
additional or more expensive tests and proce-
dures. On the other hand, consumers with
MSAs can increase their savings in personal
accounts by reducing their out-of-pocket
payments for marginally beneficial, discre-
tionary health care items. Medical providers
who wish to retain those customers must
adjust their practice styles accordingly.

A high-deductible or catastrophic health
insurance arrangement also has fewer
administrative costs and complexities than
does more comprehensive insurance cover-
age.2 1 Because MSAs cut out the excessive
administrative expenses associated with
billing and coding at both the physician and
the insurer levels for routine or discretionary
health care expenses, health care practition-
ers can charge a fair or “best” price that
reflects the level of professional services they
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perform. In many cases, the discounted price
can be as much as 35 percent to 50 percent
lower when patients pay in full at the time
they are seen.2 2 Although physicians and
other health care providers once considered
it a common courtesy to offer to bill insur-
ance companies on behalf of their patients,
the practice has become an increasingly
expensive headache, according to Vern S.
Cherewatenko, M.D., medical chairman,
president, and CEO of the American Associa-
tion of Patients and Providers and founder of
SimpleCare. However, the ease of the medical
savings account payment method appeals to
both physicians and patients.2 3

SimpleCare, based in Renton, Washing-
ton, offers one example of providers who
pledge to offer their best price to patients
who pay in full at the time of service.2 4

SimpleCare asserts that the high cost of
insurance-related administration runs up the
cost of medical care, even for cash-paying
consumers. The SimpleCare program is a
separate medical care payment system with
no insurance-related costs. It is available to
patients when they pay by cash, check, or
credit card at the time of the medical service.
The medical provider eliminates all activities
related to insurance. In the SimpleCare pro-
gram, many patients save up to 30 percent or
more by paying out of their own pockets.2 5

Moreover, without administrative “red tape,”
health care providers have more time avail-
able to focus on the patient’s needs rather
than the health insurance company’s
demands. 

For example, the SimpleCare program is
used in a family practice clinic just south of
Seattle, Washington. The clinic’s typical “list”
office visit charge of $79 (including billing,
rebilling, and complying with insurance-
related requirements) is reduced to from $35
to $45 when patients pay for services at the
time they are rendered. In the case of fully
insured coverage, the cost of billing, collec-
tions, coding, reporting, and meeting multi-
ple layers of both government and insurance
company requirements is included in the
overall price. Some of those requirements can

prevent the physician from providing the ser-
vices that he would ordinarily recommend to
the patient, because of the multiple parties to
whom he has to answer. Insurance compa-
nies or government health programs may
approve only certain benefits or tests even
though the physician would rather choose
others. The physician must then take into
account possible denial of payment, or sim-
ply the amount of paperwork needed to gain
approval, before deciding whether to order a
different test or recommend another type of
service. In the “cash payment” case, the physi-
cian supplies the services that the patient
needs and charges only for those services.
The patient pays the entire bill before leaving
the office. 

Simply Medicine in Wallingford, Vermont,
is an example of an acute care walk-in clinic
where patients know what fees they will be
charged: $2 per minute for labor, $5 for an ear
wash, $30 for a knee splint, $10 for a suture, $2
for a large bandage, and $1 for a small one. Dr.
Lisa Grigg accepts only cash, does not accept
insurance, and will make house calls. Two-
thirds of her patients have health insurance
but waive its coverage. Her services are no
more expensive than the insurance copayment
that patients otherwise would often have to
pay. Her patients frequently would rather walk
into the Simply Medicine clinic for routine
medical care than wait longer to see their reg-
ular doctors. Grigg says she wanted a way to
return some control to the patient.2 6

In addition to reducing administrative
costs, MSAs can lower the overall expense of
health care by encouraging consumers to
substitute outpatient care for inpatient care,
choose health care services that are economi-
cal, or seek out the best competitive alterna-
tives on the basis of both service and price.
MSA holders may choose more-efficient and
lower-cost providers. They may review physi-
cian care and question the value of particular
medical procedures or decide to reduce the
number or intensity of outpatient visits they
make. They may negotiate treatment prices
or seek discounts for paying their physicians
directly. They also may ask for generic
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instead of brand-name drugs when being
prescribed medication by a physician. 

According to the Council for Affordable
Health Insurance, MSAs can lower outpa-
tient costs by at least 25 percent and possibly
as much as 50 percent. Inpatient cost savings
may be as much as 20 percent. The range
depends on a number of factors: type of plan,
plan design (e.g., managed-care compo-
nents), discount, relative differences between
cost sharing under a traditional health bene-
fit plan and an MSA plan, demographics,
benefits, and geography.2 7

MSAs Improve Access to Health Care
Even when low- and moderate-income

families receive employer-sponsored health
coverage, they still may not have sufficient
cash on hand to meet their insurance plan’s
copayments and deductibles. Many other
individuals without access to employer-spon-
sored health coverage may lack the funds to
begin purchasing coverage on their own.
MSAs can assist those people by providing
more financial flexibility. MSA plans reduce
fixed monthly costs (health insurance plan
premiums) and increase reliance on discre-
tionary and variable payments (monthly
MSA contributions). By providing less-
expensive insurance coverage, MSAs allow
families to address other pressing financial
needs yet still maintain protection against
more costly health risks that they cannot
handle on their own. 

For example, if a worker gets occasional
overtime pay, he can use that money to fund
the savings component of his MSA plan. At
other times, he can continue making the
fixed monthly premium payment for the
health insurance component (which is lower
than premiums for more comprehensive low-
deductible insurance) and delay the MSA
contribution. As other periodic demands
(back-to-school expenses, emergency car
repairs, and the like) on family income arise,
a family can delay its MSA contribution for a
brief period and then catch up when the cri-
sis passes. Without this flexibility, the family
might not be able to make its monthly pre-

mium payment and would have to drop its
health insurance coverage. An MSA plan
allows a family to remain covered by health
insurance in case a serious medical need aris-
es, while delaying contributions to the MSA. If
funds in the MSA have accumulated over
time, the family may withdraw them to pay
for medical needs as they arise.

Because MSA plans are linked to high-
deductible insurance that covers health
claims that are more catastrophic in nature,
they make the cost of insurance coverage
more affordable for most Americans. In par-
ticular, less-comprehensive coverage will
mean lower insurance premiums for a larger
fraction of people with low incomes. Those
lower premiums also will be more attractive
to low-risk people who may want less than
full coverage and therefore may not decide to
purchase higher-priced, standardized insur-
ance policies.2 8

Because MSAs are individually owned,
they are fully portable and remain available
to an individual consumer when employ-
ment opportunities change. Because the
amount of built-up savings in MSAs is likely
to increase over time, account holders will
have access to those financial resources in the
event that they become unemployed or can-
not count on continued access to employer-
provided health coverage. They can use MSA
funds to help maintain existing health insur-
ance coverage or buy new coverage on their
own. MSA balances will help provide individ-
uals greater freedom to change jobs and
worry less about jeopardizing their health
insurance coverage.2 9

Unlike other federal and state require-
ments for preserving access to insurance cov-
erage (continued health care coverage man-
dated by the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1985, HIPAA
portability protections, state health insur-
ance continuation and conversion laws),
MSAs in many cases provide up-front the
funds that enable workers and their families
to pay for health insurance premiums at the
very time that it is most difficult for them to
do so.3 0 Most federal and state options for
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preserving health insurance coverage are gen-
erally available only when people are finan-
cially least able to exercise them. Premiums
under those additional sources of coverage
must be paid out of pocket, without any tax
assistance or “contributions” by an employer.

MSAs also might improve access to insur-
ance by encouraging health insurers to relax
their administrative rules, engage in less
underwriting, and enroll higher-risk individ-
uals—because insurers face less health cost
exposure and reduce their administrative
costs with high-deductible policies.

MSA plan coverage under the HIPAA pilot
program already has provided increased
access to health insurance for previously
uninsured individuals. For example, the U.S.
General Accounting Office found that
almost 4 of every 10 people who set up tax-
qualified MSAs during 1997 were previously
uninsured.3 1

MSAs Expand Consumers’ Choice and
Control of Their Health Care

Much of the backlash against employer-
sponsored managed-care health plans is
founded on resentment of their third-party
restrictions on workers’ choice of health
plans, doctors, and benefits. Even as choice is
increasing in many other areas of our lives
(cable and satellite options for television,
vouchers and charter school alternatives in
education, new competitive challenges to
classic monopolies like electricity and local
telephone service), choice in health care is
being curtailed. 

As long as employers, insurers, and gov-
ernments handle most of the financing of
health care coverage, they will try to hold
down rising costs by intervening in the
health care decisionmaking process. Their
primary tool for containing costs has been
managed care, which largely removes the
individual patient from negotiations over the
scope of benefits, levels of payment, and
course of medical treatments. Providers have
learned that, in order to get paid, they have to
satisfy third-party payers, not just their
patients. 

Unlike managed-care plans, MSAs provide
people the opportunity to spend their own
funds for health care however they choose.
MSAs allow individuals to go directly to a spe-
cialist rather than through a “gatekeeper.” At
the same time, they empower individuals to
hold down health costs by self-managing their
routine medical care decisions. 

Managed-care plans assemble a large
number of customers to amass bargaining
power and seek volume discounts on routine
medical services. MSAs empower individuals
to target their personal bargaining power to
maximize the quality of the service they
receive for the price they agree to pay.
Individuals can push medical prices down-
ward by selecting the most competitive
health care providers, reducing their use of
overpriced or unnecessary services, and nego-
tiating prices for routine medical care. For
example, syndicated columnist Betsy Hart
wrote about her MSA experience. Her pedia-
trician, internist, and allergist all agreed to
cut their charges by 30 percent or more when
she told them she would pay the bills herself
at the time of service. In fact, the hospital
where she delivered her last baby dropped its
all-inclusive fee from almost $6,000 to
$3,000.32

Under many third-party health benefit
arrangements, consumers have little incen-
tive or ability to become more knowledgeable
about health care. With little economic
responsibility and decisionmaking left in the
hands of the consumer, there is little reason
to become informed about the alternatives.
On the other hand, MSAs stimulate con-
sumer demand for information about the
quality and price of care.

The Federal Employees Health Benefits
Program provides a powerful example of how
the level of demand for information rises dra-
matically when health care consumers face
choices and financial incentives to choose
wisely. The FEHBP is the largest employer-
sponsored health benefits program. It began
covering federal employees in 1960 and now
provides benefits to some 9 million federal
enrollees and dependents through contracts
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with about 300 carriers.33 Federal employees
have a wide range of options when they choose
a health plan each year, but they have to con-
tribute more of their own money to purchase
more expensive plans. Each year the U.S.
Office of Personnel Management publishes a
handbook containing reams of information
about the costs and benefits of available plans.
A private publication, Washington Consumer
Checkbook, provides even more extensive infor-
mation and advises federal employees about
how the FEHBP system works and which
health plans offer the best deals.

MSAs provide flexibility so that individu-
als can spend their funds on services that
may not traditionally be covered by health
insurance, such as acupuncture, holistic heal-
ing, and chiropractic care. Even with more
than 1,200 state-mandated health insurance
benefits,3 4there is no guarantee that a partic-
ular unique or less-popular benefit will be
covered by one’s insurance policy. Indeed, the
cost of unnecessary mandated benefits may
crowd out the ability to include other bene-
fits in an affordable health plan. On the
other hand, tax-qualified MSA funds may be
withdrawn without tax consequences or
additional penalties for any kind of medical
care, as defined quite broadly by section
213(d) of the Internal Revenue Code.3 5Once
an MSA holder decides what medical treat-
ment would work best for him, he can pay for
it out of MSA savings, instead of submitting
a claim to his insurer and running the risk of
learning later that the treatment is not con-
sidered a covered benefit. 

Thus, by helping to place consumers back
in a central role in the health care decision-
making process, MSAs expand consumer
choice, restore accountability in the health
care system, and strengthen the patient-
physician relationship.

MSAs Increase Saving
MSAs reward consumers who decide to

spend less on discretionary health care and
instead retain a larger balance of funds in
their MSAs to accumulate over time. In the
case of most tax-advantaged MSAs, the inter-

est earnings on those funds also are not
taxed, as long as they are not withdrawn for
nonmedical purposes. After several years of
moderate health care spending, a sizable nest
egg could be available for future medical or
long-term-care expenses.3 6

MSAs are different from flexible spending
accounts (FSAs) for health care. Under FSAs,
which may be offered as cafeteria-style options
under many employee benefits plans, the
employee must declare how much money he is
going to spend on medical care for the upcom-
ing year. At the end of the year, any remaining
money not spent on health care reverts back to
the employer and the employee loses it.37 On
the other hand, MSAs provide incentives for
long-term saving, because MSA funds that are
not withdrawn can be rolled over at the end of
each year and remain available for the employ-
ee’s future use.

MSAs Are Not New

Since the mid-1970s, the vision of empow-
ering consumers to become more involved in
financing and purchasing their own health
care has prompted great interest in both the
private sector and the public sector. Medical
savings accounts were first known as individ-
ual accounts within a “health bank.” They
have been referred to as “medical IRAs,”
“medical care savings accounts,” and, more
recently, “medical savings accounts.” 

How the MSA Concept Evolved
Health policy experts often refer to Jesse

Hixson, principal economist for the
American Medical Association, as “the Father
of MSAs.” Others may associate MSAs close-
ly with Pat Rooney, chairman of Golden Rule
Insurance Company.38 During the last year of
the Nixon administration (1974), Hixson
and Paul Worthington (who were both work-
ing in a department of the Social Security
Administration that later became the Health
Care Financing Administration) developed
the idea of health banks. Employer health
care contributions would be deposited in
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employees’ individual savings accounts with-
in a financial institution given a special char-
ter to handle health loans. By pooling multi-
ple deposits, health banks would be able to
provide loans for major medical needs if suf-
ficient money was not available in an employ-
ee’s individual account. 

The underlying theory was that most
major health care expenses augment one’s
health status, but they should be financed
over time. Particularly for routine, discre-
tionary health care items, people would
spend their own money more wisely than
someone else’s money.39

In the early 1980s, Hixson enlisted the
involvement of John Goodman at the
National Center for Policy Analysis in Dallas,
Texas. At the same time, other groups such as
the Louisiana State Medical Society and the
American Medical Association started think-
ing independently about similar concepts.
The AMA encouraged businesses to develop
the concept into a health benefit option for
employees.4 0

In 1984 John Goodman and Richard
Rahn, then chief economist for the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, published a Wall
Street Journal article that outlined a plan to
privatize Medicare with medical individual
retirement accounts (IRAs).4 1 In 1990 NCPA
organized a task force to develop a free-enter-
prise approach to health policy issues. The
group, comprised of representatives of more
than 40 think tanks, universities, and other
organizations, proceeded to carefully consid-
er the medical IRA concept and encouraged
NCPA to advocate development of medical
savings accounts. In 1992 NCPA president
Goodman and senior fellow Gerald
Musgrave built the popular case for MSAs in
Patient Power.4 2

Private-Sector Initiatives
Private-sector MSA prototype plans began

to emerge in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
The two leading examples involved Dominion
Resources and Golden Rule Insurance Company.

In 1989 Dominion Resources, a utility
company in Virginia with 200 employees,

offered its workers a choice of health cover-
age that included insurance with an annual
deductible of $3,000 for families and $1,500
for individuals. Workers who chose the high-
deductible option could save almost $1,100
in premiums per year for family coverage and
$500 for individual coverage. They could
retain those savings in personal MSAs or use
the money to pay health care expenses below
the deductible. Dominion Resources insti-
tuted another program in 1992 that offered
an $800 bonus to workers whose expenses
stayed below the deductible level, as well as
an annual $600 wellness rebate based on five
key health factors: blood pressure, weight,
smoking, cholesterol, and seat belt use. Both
kinds of payments also could be saved in an
employee’s MSA. Approximately 80 percent
of Dominion Resources’ employees chose the
high-deductible option. The company
reported that, during the program’s early
years of operation, Dominion Resources’
health care costs rose less than 1 percent per
year, compared to 20 percent per year for
other Virginia companies.4 3

In 1993 Golden Rule Insurance Company,
based in Lawrenceville, Illinois, offered its
employees the option of choosing an MSA
plan or traditional insurance coverage. The
company-sponsored traditional insurance
plan included a $500 annual deductible with
a 20 percent copayment on the next $5,000 in
health expenses, for a maximum out-of-
pocket exposure to individual policyholders
of $1,500 per year.4 4 Golden Rule’s MSA
option included a $2,000 high-deductible
health benefit plan for individual policyhold-
ers, with an additional contribution of
$1,000 to the MSA (deposited in prorated
amounts over 24 pay periods). For family
coverage, Golden Rule offered its employees
a $3,000 family deductible and deposited
$2,000 in the MSA account (prorated over 24
pay periods). In either case, the MSA option
limited maximum annual out-of-pocket
expenses to $1,000. Approximately 80 per-
cent of Golden Rule’s employees chose the
MSA option that year. 

At the end of 1993 workers covered under
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the MSA option had an average of $600 in
their “unspent” MSAs that they then could
use for any purpose (including saving it for
future health care needs). In 1994 approxi-
mately 90 percent of Golden Rule’s employees
chose the MSA option. Health care costs
dropped considerably for the company and its
workers. In addition to the savings retained in
each worker’s MSA, health care spending
above the $3,000 deductible for family cover-
age in the accompanying catastrophic insur-
ance policy fell 40 percent below 1993 projec-
tions. At the same time, about 20 percent of
Golden Rule’s participating employees report-
ed that they used their MSA funds to pay for a
medical service, such as preventive care, that
they would not have pursued under the tradi-
tional health insurance policy. Even the sickest
employees faced lower maximum out-of-
pocket costs under the MSA plan ($1,000 per
year) than under the traditional insurance
plan ($1,500 for individual coverage).4 5

Early Legislative Proposals
By the early 1990s consideration of MSAs

moved beyond the business community to the
legislative arena. Pat Rooney of Golden Rule
Insurance Company refined the concept and
promoted it in Washington and in most
states.4 6 The Council for Affordable Health
Insurance and the Business Coalition for
Affordable Health Care were formed to pro-
mote free-market reforms, including MSAs.

State-Level MSA Laws
In 1993 Missouri enacted the first state-

level version of employer-sponsored MSAs.4 7

By the end of the decade, at least 39 states
had considered proposals to allow MSAs for
their citizens. Additional states are develop-
ing more limited MSA proposals that would
cover only their state employees or Medicaid
populations. 

As noted earlier, nineteen states have
enacted MSA-enabling laws.48 Those laws
allow employers and, in some cases, individu-
als to establish MSAs and make contribu-
tions to them that are exempt from state
income taxation.49

Seven other states (Arkansas, Florida,
Maryland, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oregon,
and Wyoming) approved more narrow MSA
laws that accommodated participants in the
HIPAA MSA program by providing them
state income tax deductions for their MSA
contributions. However, those states did not
enact statewide MSA tax advantages for peo-
ple owning other types of MSAs. Three addi-
tional states (Louisiana, Montana, and
Texas) have approved only Medicaid MSA
demonstration projects. 

Two other states, Virginia and Wisconsin,
provided new advantages for MSAs under
state tax law that remained contingent on
passage of a full federal MSA law (the federal
MSA demonstration project enacted in 1996
did not trigger this provision). In addition, as
of December 2000, 14 states (including
Virginia and Wisconsin) had adopted resolu-
tions calling on Congress to enact full MSAs
at the federal level.50

Congress Considers MSA Proposals
Early congressional efforts to enact feder-

al MSA legislation paralleled state-level MSA
developments. In May 1992 the first federal
legislation to establish MSAs, H.R. 5250, was
introduced by Reps. Andy Jacobs (D-Ind.)
and Bill Archer (R-Tex.). During the 102nd
Congress, nine MSA bills with more than 178
separate cosponsors were introduced.5 1 In
the next Congress, 16 MSA bills were intro-
duced with more than 205 cosponsors from
both sides of the aisle.52 MSAs achieved their
first real legislative success at the congres-
sional committee level on June 8, 1994, when
the Senate Labor and Human Resources
Committee passed S. 2296, which included
language stating that MSAs should be
included in any health care reform package.

In 1996 Congress considered new legisla-
tion to make it easier for insured Americans
to keep their health insurance coverage when
they changed jobs or encountered serious
medical problems. The House version of pro-
posed “portability” legislation also provided
for the creation of tax-advantaged MSAs. On
March 18, 1996, Archer introduced H.R.
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3103, the Health Coverage Availability and
Affordability Act of 1996, which aimed at
improving portability and continuity of
health insurance coverage in the group and
individual markets; combating waste, fraud,
and abuse in health insurance and health
care delivery; promoting the use of MSAs to
improve access to long-term-care services and
coverage; and simplifying the administration
of health insurance. Previously, Sen. Nancy
Kassebaum (R-Kans.) had introduced S.
1028, the Health Insurance Reform Act, on
July 13, 1995. The Senate bill sought to pro-
vide increased access to health care benefits
and to increase the purchasing power of indi-
viduals and small employers. By the end of
April 1996 both the House and Senate had
passed their respective versions of health
insurance legislation. However, the Senate on
April 18 had voted to reject an MSA provi-
sion before approving the Kassebaum bill. 

RAND Research Advances the Case for
MSAs

As Congress considered whether to
improve the federal income tax treatment of
MSA contributions, the RAND Corporation
revisited and reinforced its earlier work on the
benefits of high-deductible health insurance
and greater individual cost sharing. RAND
researchers used an updated simulation
model to calculate the impact of proposed
MSA legislation on health care spending and
plan choice. The RAND findings, “Can
Medical Savings Accounts for the Nonelderly
Reduce Health Care Costs?” were published
on June 5, 1996, at a critical time during the
MSA debate on Capitol Hill.5 3 Whereas the
original RAND HIE demonstrated that the
more people had to pay for health care out of
pocket, the less they would use, the latest
RAND research also found that MSAs would
be attractive to both the sick and the healthy,
as well as the rich and the poor.

To understand the changes that might
occur in response to MSA legislation, the
RAND researchers modeled a health insur-
ance market in which three types of plans were
offered (all plans covered the same set of ser-

vices; they differed only in terms of the cost-
sharing provisions and the degree to which
care was managed). The first plan was a typical
fee-for-service plan for that time. It included a
$250 deductible, a 20 percent coinsurance rate
above the deductible, and a stop-loss cap of
$1,500. The second plan was an MSA–cata-
strophic insurance option with two deductible
alternatives—a low-deductible package of
$1,500 for individual coverage and $3,000 for
family coverage and a high-deductible pack-
age of $2,500 for individual coverage and
$5,000 for family coverage. The third plan was
a typical staff-model HMO. RAND evaluated
both employer-funded and employee-funded
versions of the model MSAs.54

The RAND researchers noted that the
method of funding MSAs has important
effects on the incentive to use care. If the
MSA is funded by the employer with only a
modest annual amount, the employee’s
incentives to consume health care are limited
until the insurance deductible is met and the
insurer begins to cover all remaining costs.
However, when the employee funds the MSA,
that arrangement provides a broader tax sub-
sidy for out-of-pocket medical expenses.55

Depending on MSA plan design and avail-
ability, the RAND researchers predicted that,
if all insured nonelderly Americans switched
to MSAs, their health care expenditures
would decline by as much as 13 percent.
However, the researchers concluded that
overall health spending would change much
less—either dropping by as much as 2 percent
or increasing by as much as 1 percent—
because not everyone would choose MSAs.
Taking into account both the level of
deductibles and the selection patterns for
choice of plans, the RAND researchers con-
cluded that proposed MSA legislation would
have little impact on health care costs of
Americans with employer-sponsored health
insurance.5 6

However, waste from the excessive use of
generously insured health care could be
reduced, depending on the catastrophic limit.
The larger the deductible, the less waste from
buying care of low value after the deductible is
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exceeded, but the higher the financial risk of
out-of-pocket payments. Higher deductibles
make the MSA option less expensive and more
attractive to healthy people. The researchers
concluded that mandating an intermediate
MSA plan deductible, for example, a $2,000
deductible for individuals and a $4,000
deductible for families, might be best. Such a
plan would retain much of the cost discipline
of the high-deductible option without impos-
ing excessive risks on families using employer-
funded MSAs, or making MSAs attractive
mainly to healthy people.57

On balance, the researchers found that
the MSA approach of increasing tax subsi-
dies for spending is not likely to reduce
health care use to any great degree, because it
fails to solve the problem of overinsurance
that is caused by unlimited tax subsidies of
employer-provided insurance. Solving that
problem would require restrictions on the
tax advantages provided for such insurance
arrangements, for example, a limit on the
amount of employer-paid premiums that can
be excluded from income or replacement of
the tax exclusion for employer-paid premi-
ums with a tax credit that is offered to each
person with an adequate insurance policy.5 8

Federal MSAs under HIPAA
By mid-June 1996 a conference committee

had begun revising and merging the Senate-
approved Kassebaum bill and the House-
passed Archer bill. Many Democrats opposed
MSA provisions because they felt that new
MSA options would segment the market-
place and leave only sicker individuals in
health insurance pools for traditional indem-
nity or managed-care insurance. Some
Republicans, on the other hand, objected to
portability provisions that required guaran-
teed issue of health insurance for small
groups. Nevertheless, a broad consensus was
reached by the end of July, and the final ver-
sion of the legislation, the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996,
was ready for passage. The House approved
the conference report by a vote of 421 to 2 on
August 1, 1996. The Senate passed the mea-

sure unanimously on August 2, 1996. The
conference report was presented to President
Clinton on August 9, 1996, and H.R. 3103
was signed into law on August 21, 1996.5 9

Most notably, HIPAA created a limited
federal MSA demonstration project that per-
mitted small employers and the self-
employed to establish tax-free MSAs.

HIPAA established an overall participa-
tion limit of 750,000 MSA holders. The limit
would not apply to qualified previously unin-
sured individuals until the participation cap
of 750,000 was met.60 MSAs were available to
small employer groups of 50 or fewer and the
self-employed. 

Participants in the demonstration project
must be covered under a qualified high-
deductible health plan. For individuals,
deductibles may be no less than $1,500 and
no greater than $2,250 (with a total out-of-
pocket expense maximum of $3,000). For
family coverage under an MSA plan,
deductibles may be no less than $3,000 and
no greater than $4,500 (with a total out-of-
pocket expense maximum of $5,500). Cost-
of-living adjustments to deductibles and out-
of-pocket expense levels may be allowed.61

Either the employer or the employee can
make contributions, but they cannot both
contribute in the same year. For individual
coverage, contributions cannot exceed 65
percent of the deductible amount. For family
coverage, contributions cannot exceed 75
percent of the deductible.

“Qualified” medical withdrawals of funds
from HIPAA MSAs include medical expenses
as specified in the Internal Revenue Code,
sec. 213(d).6 2 They do not include insurance
premium expenses, except payments for
COBRA continuation coverage,6 3 long-term-
care insurance (or services), and health insur-
ance coverage while receiving unemployment
compensation. Nonqualified withdrawals
are subject to a 15 percent penalty, and they
also are included in gross income for federal
tax purposes. However, any such withdrawals
after the MSA holder turns 65, becomes dis-
abled, or dies are exempt from that 15 per-
cent penalty.64
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The federal MSA demonstration project
was limited to four years, from January 1,
1997, to December 31, 2000, unless any of
the numerical caps on eligible individuals for
various interim time periods were reached
before then, at which point the Internal
Revenue Service would have issued guidance.
Eligible individuals who established MSAs
before the end of the four-year time period
would be able to keep the MSA after the year
2000, even if the demonstration project’s
authority was not extended.65

HIPAA Provisions Handicapped the
Growth of MSAs

Participation in the HIPAA MSA demon-
stration project did not grow as rapidly as
expected by many policy analysts and industry
representatives. In December 1998 the U.S.
General Accounting Office reported that,
although the insurance industry responded to
the HIPAA demonstration project rapidly
(more than 50 companies offered qualifying
products by the summer of 1997), the total
number of companies offering qualifying
products had declined slightly by the end of
1998. Consumer demand in the first two years
of the MSA pilot program was lower than
many people in the industry anticipated.
Lower demand reflected, in large part, the
complexity of the qualifying insurance
plan–MSA product for both agents and con-
sumers. A minority of insurers offering quali-
fying plans were marketing them aggressively
and remained optimistic that MSAs would be
an important option in the market. Other
insurers took a more passive approach and
adopted more of a “wait-and-see” view of
MSAs. GAO suggested that many insurers
entered the MSA demonstration primarily to
protect market share or for similar defensive
reasons. The GAO report also concluded that
there was little evidence that new insurers
would enter the market unless demand for
MSAs increased or features of the demonstra-
tion design were changed, or both.66

The Council for Affordable Health
Insurance also tracked companies that offered
MSA-qualified high-deductible insurance or

administered MSAs, or both. As of January
2001, CAHI estimated that there were 32 com-
panies offering either MSAs or high-
deductible health plans, 20 companies operat-
ing as MSA insurance administrators, and 24
banks or financial institutions administering
MSAs.6 7 The Internal Revenue Service has
published several estimates of total MSAs at
various points in time.68 The most recent one,
issued on September 30, 1999, indicated that
for tax year 1998 there were 42,477 MSA hold-
ers. Of those account holders, 10,176 (almost
one in four) were previously uninsured.6 9

A number of MSA experts interviewed by
Lawyers Weekly indicated that their companies
reported higher numbers of MSA accounts to
the IRS. For example, Jo Ann Robinson of
Golden Rule Insurance Company indicated
that her company reported 31,000 MSA
accounts to the IRS for tax year 1998. Scott
Krienke of Fortis Health said his company
reported more than 20,000 MSA holders.
Those two companies alone reported more
MSA holders than did the IRS.7 0

The original design of the MSA demon-
stration project clearly limited its potential for
success. HIPAA imposed unnecessary com-
plexity, restricted the scope of the project, and
created a number of MSA design problems.

Complexity
The federal MSA law took a simple health

insurance idea and turned it into a mar-
keter’s nightmare. Explaining the fundamen-
tal MSA concept is rather easy, but insurance
agents have complained that it takes too long
to outline to clients the deductible limits and
other restrictions on HIPAA MSAs. With
lower commissions available to agents selling
MSAs compared with other insurance prod-
ucts, are detailed explanations really worth
the time and extra effort?7 1

Over the years, longtime MSA advocate
Greg Scandlen has presented the complexity
of selling the HIPAA MSA product in a nut-
shell:

Imagine a presentation that goes
something like this: An MSA is a tax-
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free savings account with a high-
deductible health insurance plan. In
order to qualify, the high-deductible
plan must have a deductible of
between $1,500 and $2,250 for an
individual and between $3,000 and
$4,500 for a family, with an out-of-
pocket limit of $3,000 for an individ-
ual and $5,500 for a family. Once you
have a plan like that, you can open a
medical savings account and con-
tribute 65 percent of your deductible
if you are an individual or 75 percent
of your deductible if you are a family.
Only the self-employed or compa-
nies with 50 or fewer employees may
participate. If you get the MSA from
your employer, only you or your
employer, but not both, can con-
tribute to the MSA in a single year.7 2

Scandlen notes that even a knowledgeable
health policy analyst’s eyes would glaze over in
reading that detailed explanation, which does
not include the penalty for nonmedical with-
drawals or the prohibition on other coverages.

Limited Scope and Duration
The HIPAA provisions allowed MSAs for

only a limited number of individuals
(750,000 enrollees, at most), a narrowly
defined population (small groups of 50
employees or fewer, plus the self-employed),
and a relatively short period of time (a sunset
provision of December 31, 2000). Confront-
ing a market of limited scope and duration,
many potential MSA players—health insur-
ance companies, benefit managers, and
financial institutions—were reluctant to
invest the substantial resources needed to
develop an effective MSA program, train
their agents and brokers, and market the
product to the general public.

Furthermore, the health insurance mar-
kets for small employer groups and for indi-
viduals are the two most volatile markets in
the health insurance business. Small employ-
ers are particularly cautious in purchasing
health benefits because they generally lack

adequate funds, time, and staff to explore
ways to make their benefits more efficient or
investigate the merits of new health insur-
ance programs. 

The uncertain future of federal MSAs
beyond December 31, 2000, further discour-
aged potential consumers and MSA mar-
keters from committing to a product that
might no longer be available after less than
four years.

Design Problems
MSA plan design is critical. An MSA pro-

gram must provide attractive benefits to
employees to encourage them to engage
more actively in controlling their health care
use and costs. An effective MSA plan also will
appeal to employers when it helps control
their overall benefit costs. However, the tight
restrictions on MSA plan design imposed by
HIPAA hampered the ability of MSA mar-
keters to customize such features as
deductible levels, total cost-sharing limits,
MSA contribution levels, and withdrawal
options of their MSA products to the unique
needs of individual employers. 

The permissible range for high-
deductibles in HIPAA MSAs was narrow. As
noted above by Scandlen, deductibles for
individual coverage in 1998, for example,
could be no less than $1,500 and no greater
than $2,250. Family deductibles could be no
less than $3,000 and no greater than
$4,500.7 3 The limits imposed by HIPAA were
much more restrictive than the variety of
high-deductible amounts already being
offered in the health insurance market at the
time. Furthermore, the HIPAA-required
deductible levels permitted no variation for
geographic differences in medical costs.7 4

In response, insurers that previously
offered a choice of high-deductible levels for
pre-HIPAA (nonqualified) MSAs often decid-
ed they could offer only a single high-
deductible insurance benefit under HIPAA
MSAs. HIPAA’s narrow range for permissible
cost-sharing arrangements and total out-of-
pocket expense maximums, or stop-loss lim-
its, did not include the much higher stop-loss
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limits that already were being offered in
other parts of the high-deductible health
insurance market at the time. 

Given HIPAA’s tight restrictions on cost
sharing, switching from a lower deductible
under conventional insurance coverage to a
federally qualified MSA plan with a somewhat
higher deductible or greater cost sharing did
not produce enough insurance premium sav-
ings in some cases to warrant a switch.7 5

HIPAA’s limits on MSA contributions were
arbitrary, unnecessarily complex, difficult to
explain and comprehend, and unresponsive to
market demands. For example, based on the
original HIPAA deductibles and out-of-pocket
maximums (before inflation adjustments for
the year 2000), the maximum contribution
allowed for an individual or his employer was
$1,462.50 (65 percent of the maximum
deductible limit of $2,250), leaving a corridor
of $787.50 as an unfunded out-of-pocket cost
exposure under the deductible. For family cov-
erage, contributions could not exceed $3,375
(75 percent of the maximum deductible limit
of $4,500), leaving the family at risk for as
much as $1,125 in the unfunded portion of
the annual deductible. 

No other health insurance benefit pro-
gram faces similar congressional mandates
that set such minimum and maximum cost-
sharing levels. In fact, some health benefit
plans such as HMOs eliminate deductibles
entirely and impose modest copayments
instead. HIPAA severely hampered the ability
of many potential MSA plans to adequately
fund the MSA savings component in the ini-
tial years of the plan. Although MSAs might
accumulate a substantial balance over a
number of years, the initial at-risk corridor
(the unfunded portion of the high-
deductible insurance plan) would deter
potential customers from starting out with a
federally qualified MSA plan.

HIPAA allows either an employer or his
employee to make MSA contributions, but
both parties cannot contribute in the same
year. Again, no other health benefit plan
arrangement faces such legal restrictions on
how employers and employees may decide to

combine their contributions to finance bene-
fits. Indeed, most employers and employees
today share in paying portions of the cost of
health insurance. Advocates of MSAs believe
that the rationales for not allowing both
employers and employees to contribute to
the same MSA account were to (1) limit the
amount of tax-advantaged income that an
account holder could deposit in his MSA and
(2) reduce the IRS’s administrative burden of
tracking who made the deposits. In any
event, the prohibion on dual-source MSA
contributions made MSAs difficult to fund
fully. For example, some small employers
wanted to provide the high-deductible health
plan for employees, but they could con-
tribute only a small amount to the MSAs.
Employees who may have become accus-
tomed to sharing the costs of their insurance
premiums with their employer under their
previous employer-sponsored plan were
unable to make similar arrangements for the
savings component of MSA plans.

Workers and their families choosing to
open MSAs after the start of a calendar year
still are subject to the entire high-deductible
amount if they need to make medical claims
under their insurance policy. But HIPAA
allows only limited contributions to partial-
year MSAs. Maximum contribution limits
are prorated on a monthly basis to reflect the
number of months that an MSA holder par-
ticipated in the HIPAA demonstration proj-
ect during that year. This provision makes
selling new MSAs that begin in the second
half of a calendar year virtually impossible.
For example, if someone purchases an MSA
in July, he remains subject to out-of-pocket
costs up to the full-year deductible amount
(assuming a maximum individual coverage
deductible of $2,250), but his part-year con-
tributions may not exceed $731.25, leaving a
much higher corridor of $1,518.75 in out-of-
pocket cost exposure.76

HIPAA complements its “entry” restric-
tions on contributions to MSAs by imposing
“exit” barriers for withdrawals. MSA fund
withdrawals for purposes other than quali-
fied medical health care are subject to a 15
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percent penalty and also taxed as current-
year income. Penalties for MSA withdrawals
for nonmedical purposes end at age 65. Both
the age and withdrawal restrictions for MSAs
are harsher than those imposed on IRAs.
Cash withdrawals from IRAs are subject to a
10 percent penalty (in addition to income
taxes), and penalty-free withdrawals can be
made after one reaches age 59½.

Regulatory Uncertainty and State
Government Resistance Undercut the
Market for MSAs

Months after the HIPAA MSA program
was legally in effect, the IRS was still issuing
implementing regulations.7 7Facing delay and
uncertainty, many companies decided not to
participate in the MSA program rather than
later have to recall their marketing materials,
reprogram computers, and retrain agents and
other company personnel. The slow finaliza-
tion of implementing regulations hampered
efforts of MSA vendors to project how ade-
quately consumers could fund their MSAs
during a partial year. Lacking final IRS regula-
tions, state insurance departments also had to
delay their approval of the high-deductible
insurance plan components of federally quali-
fied MSAs. General lack of knowledge about
the rules for the demonstration project
launched the federal MSA experiment on a fit-
ful and uneven start.

In a number of states, the regulatory envi-
ronment already was particularly onerous for
the two segments of the health insurance mar-
ket targeted for the HIPAA MSA experiment—
the small-group and individual markets.
Beginning in the early 1990s, the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners
helped to enact changes in state laws govern-
ing the individual and small-group health
insurance markets, including reforms such as
guaranteed issue, open enrollment, and com-
munity rating.78 However, those provisions
increased the cost of insurance coverage in
those markets over time. Many insurers exited
markets in those states because they could not
afford to sell insurance under such regulatory
conditions. More recently, some states have

started to repeal or modify those reforms in an
attempt to lure health insurers back to their
markets.7 9

State-mandated health benefits, which
require first-dollar insurance coverage for
particular services, came into direct conflict
with the high-deductible insurance structure
required for HIPAA-eligible MSAs.80 Shortly
after HIPAA was effective, CAHI reported
that as many as nine states plus the District
of Columbia imposed mandated benefits
that disqualified the type of high-deductible
insurance plans required for federally quali-
fied MSAs.81 Even four years later, CAHI
reports that five states, plus the District of
Columbia, still prohibit the establishment of
federally qualified MSAs.8 2

Insurance Industry Resistance to HIPAA
MSAs

Reactions to federally qualified MSA
products were mixed within the insurance
industry. Many health insurance agents were
reluctant to recommend MSAs in the face of
limited understanding of the federal pro-
gram, lower commissions for agents selling
high-deductible insurance, and the short
lifespan of the HIPAA demonstration proj-
ect. Insurance carriers that did not want to
invest the necessary capital for a limited
demonstration project not surprisingly
ended up doing a poor job of marketing
MSA plans. Purchasers faced a shortage of
knowledgeable insurance agents motivated
to sell MSAs, and they also found it difficult
to locate an insurer that offered MSAs. In
December 1998, the General Accounting
Office reported that only 48 carriers were
offering MSA-qualifying health plans.8 3

According to the GAO, the most common
reason mentioned by HMO insurers for not
entering the MSA market was that a high-
deductible health plan was inconsistent with
the concept of the HMO.

Initial Congressional Efforts to Modify
HIPAA MSA Rules

After HIPAA established MSAs for the
under-age-65 health insurance market, mem-
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bers of Congress continued efforts to expand
the MSA demonstration project. Various
proposals would have

• allowed MSA policyholders to fully
fund their accounts up to the
deductible level, 

• made the demonstration project per-
manent and more widespread (by
removing its numerical cap on partici-
pants and its four-year time limit), 

• permitted contributions by both
employees and their employers in the
same year, 

• lowered the minimum requirements
for insurance deductibles on individ-
ual plans to $1,000 and on family plans
to $2,000, and 

• removed the 50-employee size limita-
tion on eligible employers.

While none of the proposed MSA expan-
sion bills became law, the Balanced Budget
Act of 1997 included an MSA demonstration
project as an option for a limited number of
Medicare beneficiaries. Under the law’s
Medicare+Choice provisions, as many as
390,000 seniors could choose an MSA. This
Medicare MSA demonstration project is set
to expire December 31, 2002.8 4

At least 10 bills before the 106th Congress
proposed expansions and permanent exten-
sions of the HIPAA MSA demonstration proj-
ect. The Taxpayer Refund and Relief Act of
1999, H.R. 2488, was passed by both houses of
Congress on August 5, 1999, but President
Clinton vetoed the bill on September 23, 1999.
The legislation addressed many of the flaws in
the HIPAA-designed MSAs by

• repealing the cap on the number of
individuals eligible to establish them; 

• allowing employees of any size employ-
er to establish them, including the self-
employed;

• changing the annual MSA contribu-
tion limit to 100 percent of the
deductible; 

• lowering the individual minimum

deductible to $1,000 and the family
minimum deductible to $2,000, but
keeping the maximum deductible
amount the same; and

• permitting the establishment of MSAs
under cafeteria plans. 

A number of other efforts to fix the struc-
tural flaws and handicaps restricting HIPAA
MSAs also fell short. Most Republican mem-
bers of Congress were enthusiastic propo-
nents of MSAs. They wanted to make the
MSA program permanent because it gives
consumers more freedom to choose their
own physicians and health benefits and also
provides low-cost coverage for as many unin-
sured Americans as possible. Many
Democratic critics of MSAs in Congress and
several consumer groups claimed that MSAs
mostly benefit the wealthy, siphon off the
healthiest people from traditional health
plans, force insurers to raise premiums, and
ultimately would make insurance less afford-
able for those people most likely to file sub-
stantial health insurance claims. 

For example, provisions to extend and
expand the current MSA demonstration pro-
ject were included within the House- and
Senate-passed versions of patients’ bill of
rights legislation that each chamber
approved separately in 1999. On July 20,
2000, Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers
sent a letter to the House Ways and Means
Committee’s ranking Democrat, Charles
Rangel (D-N.Y.), in which Summers indicat-
ed he would urge President Clinton to veto
any patients’ bill of rights legislation that
included tax provisions that expanded MSAs.
Summers wrote that if conference report
provisions extended the current MSA pilot
project indefinitely, expanded access to
MSAs to workers in large companies, and
reduced required deductibles for HIPAA
MSAs, those policies would encourage
adverse selection in the health insurance
market. They would not expand coverage sig-
nificantly, could substantially increase pre-
miums for some Americans with traditional
health insurance coverage, and would dispro-
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portionately favor wealthy taxpayers.8 5

The veto threat proved unnecessary,
because the final legislation remained tied up
in conference committee as the future of fed-
erally qualified MSAs remained contentious
throughout the last Congress.

Nevertheless, congressional support for
MSAs remained bipartisan. For example,
Senator Torricelli, chairman of the Democrat-
ic Senatorial Campaign Committee, urged
that the federal MSA program be made per-
manent and some of its deficiencies (the
enrollment cap, unnecessarily high minimum
deductibles) be corrected.8 6 Rep. Peter
Deutsch (D-Fla.) advocated similar changes.87

Despite HIPAA Problems, MSAs Remain
Attractive

Before HIPAA, as many as 2,000 employ-
ers may have adopted some form of a health
plan that was either similar to the MSA con-
cept or contained incentives that mirrored
the MSA.8 8 Even after HIPAA MSAs became
available, many MSA customers—particular-
ly those who were not eligible for HIPAA
MSAs—looked to the continued availability
and attractiveness of “nonqualified” MSAs.
Although HIPAA has provided a particular
type of MSA option to small employers and
the self-employed since 1997, other types of
MSA products have been on the market for
the past decade or so, and they remain avail-
able to most of the general population.

Many of the nonqualified, MSA-type
insurance arrangements are eligible to receive
state income tax deductions for their savings
component. Non-HIPAA MSAs can offer
other attractive benefit features not available
with federally qualified MSAs. They are not
restricted to offering relatively high-
deductible health plans with only limited
coinsurance and ceilings on MSA contribu-
tions that prevent greater funding of out-of-
pocket cost exposure. Non-HIPAA MSA
alternatives allow withdrawals for nonmed-
ical purposes with no statutory age limits or
additional penalties. Because they do not
receive federal income tax advantages, non-
HIPPA MSA plans are neutral on the choice

of using funds for either additional health
care spending or other spending. Non-
HIPAA MSA plans also provide consumers a
sense of permanence that is not provided by
the time-limited federal MSA experiment.

In recent years, estimates of the number of
non-HIPAA MSAs have fluctuated, depend-
ing on their source. There is no formal sys-
tem for tracking how many MSA-type
arrangements remain active. Greg Corie of
American Health Value, a Boise, Idaho,
administrative benefits company that han-
dles both HIPAA and nonqualified MSAs,
explains it best: “The industry numbers [for
all MSA arrangements] are probably 10 to 20
percent higher than what was estimated pre-
HIPAA for MSA-type arrangements. The
most important factor to note is that every
hybrid MSA-type arrangement out there is
technically a ‘non-qualified’ MSA arrange-
ment—it is what best suits the employer and
its employees. If HIPAA MSAs are not extend-
ed beyond the sunset date, I am not worried
because there is still a market for these type
of plans.”8 9

Evidence That MSA
Benefits Are Widespread
A number of studies illustrate that MSAs

improve health plan options not just for afflu-
ent and healthy individuals but for all
Americans. MSAs should appeal to workers in
both small businesses and large companies.

Large Employers
When presented with a specific example

of an MSA health benefits package, larger
employers are interested in MSA options. A
recent survey of 500 company benefit spe-
cialists summarized the advice those experts
would give to medium- to large-sized
employers regarding a tax-advantaged
MSA.90 Forty-two percent of benefit special-
ists would recommend an MSA to a typical
medium- to large-sized firm. Thirty-nine per-
cent would recommend an MSA to their own
firm. Eighty-one percent would recommend
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adding the MSA option to existing managed-
care plans of medium- to large-sized firms.
However, a number of the benefit specialists
surveyed remain concerned about the com-
plexity of the HIPAA MSA program, the dif-
ficulty of educating insured beneficiaries,
and the increased administrative costs of
such a system.

Small Business
The RAND Corporation recently exam-

ined whether allowing small businesses to
offer employer-funded MSAs would change
the amount or type of insurance coverage the
employers provided. RAND’s behavioral sim-
ulation model predicted the effect of MSAs
on the insurance choices of employees of
small businesses and their families. The
model assumed that small businesses would
offer at most one of four insurance choices:
(1) a typical fee-for-service plan, (2) a typical
staff-model HMO plan, (3) an MSA plan, and
(4) no insurance at all.91

The RAND researchers concluded that, in
the long run, tax-advantaged MSAs could
attract 56 percent of all employees offered a
health plan by small businesses. However, the
fraction of small business employees actually
offered any health insurance would increase
only from 41 percent to 43 percent once
MSAs became an option. Most of the addi-
tional customers for MSA plans would be
employees who, already covered under a fee-
for-service health insurance plan, would
switch to MSAs if they were universally avail-
able. On average, MSAs provide the most value
to families and society, according to RAND.

RAND rejected the assumption that
MSAs appeal most to the wealthiest and
healthiest workers. It found that HMOs
remain more attractive to higher-income
workers, primarily for tax reasons. Exception-
ally good health risks are more likely to
decline any insurance at all than to select the
MSA option.

The RAND study concluded that MSAs
would provide only a limited impetus to
businesses that do not currently offer insur-
ance coverage to their employees but that

MSAs would be particularly attractive to
workers in firms that already offer HMOs or
standard fee-for-service plans. Expanding
MSA availability could make it a major form
of insurance for covered workers in small
businesses, and overall welfare would
improve slightly.9 2

Net Savings for Most Workers
According to a 1996 study published by

the National Bureau of Economic Research,
most workers would end up retaining a sub-
stantial portion of the contributions they
made to MSAs by the time they retired.
Matthew Eichner, Mark McClellan, and
David Wise examined health care spending
patterns of 300,000 employees and their
dependents covered by a Fortune 500 com-
pany’s two fee-for-service health plans over
the three-year period 1989 through 1991.
Given that historical distribution of expendi-
tures, they then modeled what would happen
if those employees were covered by a different
type of health plan that included “individual
health accounts” (IHAs). They assumed that
the employer would pay the premium on cat-
astrophic health insurance coverage with
maximum annual deductibles of $4,000 for
families and make deposits of $2,000 in each
employee’s IHA at the beginning of each year.
The study found that, with a health plan
with this kind of MSA, approximately 80 per-
cent of the employees would have retained
over 50 percent of their IHA/MSA contribu-
tions by the time of retirement, and only 5
percent of the workers would have saved less
than 20 percent of their contributions. At age
60 about 90 percent of the workers would
have saved more than $25,000 (nominal dol-
lars) in their IHAs, and 50 percent of them
would have more than $50,000.93

The NBER researchers noted that,
although workers with high health care
expenses in one year tend to have lower but
still higher than average expenses in the next
few years, the concentration of annual expen-
ditures declines continuously as more and
more years of expenditures are cumulated.
High expenditure levels typically do not last
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for many years.9 4 Even the small fraction of
workers with high expenses would face limit-
ed financial risk in the long run under such
IHA/MSA plans, because, when their medical
costs exceeded the deductible, their health
insurance plan would pay the remainder of
the bills.

A 1996 study of 27 Ohio-based firms that
offered (pre-HIPAA, nonqualified) MSAs to
their employees concluded that employees
with single coverage in the representative
firms on average would be $317 better off
with the MSA/high-deductible plan under
the worst-case (maximum out-of-pocket lia-
bility) scenario. The average advantage
amounted to $1,355 for employees with fam-
ily coverage. Michael Bond, Mary Hrivank,
and Brian Heshizer determined that the
employer’s total cost for family coverage
under those MSA plans averaged 23 percent
less than traditional family coverage.9 5 The
unweighted average cost of MSA plans for all
the firms studied was about 12 percent less
than the cost of traditional plans. If plan
designs were altered to lower MSA deposit
levels so that MSA plans and traditional
plans had the same maximum out-of-pocket
liability, employer costs for MSA plans would
be 34 percent less than the cost of traditional
plans for total employee coverage. Bond and
his colleagues concluded that MSA plans
saved employers 10 percent on average com-
pared with traditional health insurance and
that employees had an average of about $700
remaining in their MSA accounts.9 6

MSA Case Studies

Recent information about the experience
of individual insurers, employers, and con-
sumers with HIPAA MSAs is very limited.
Because of the restricted scope of the federal
demonstration project, many insurance com-
panies opted not to invest the hundreds of
thousands of dollars needed to track the data
that policymakers and analysts desire. A
number of insurers contacted for this study
indicated that their block of MSA/high-

deductible insurance business was too small
to justify the investment of time and money
needed to create a new system to track data
and equip employees to handle it. Those
companies indicated that, if the federal
demonstration project were expanded and
made permanent, they would reconsider
implementing such information systems. In
the interim, they would continue to track
and report only the limited data required by
HIPAA’s MSA demonstration project—the
number of MSAs opened, how many account
holders were previously uninsured, and the
amount of money deposited in MSAs. 

However, a handful of companies have
tracked some additional information beyond
what is required by the HIPAA law, for both
qualified and nonqualified MSA plans, and
they provide some valuable illustrations.

Federally Qualified (HIPAA) MSA Plans
American Health Value. American Health

Value, based in Boise, Idaho, became the first
MSA administrator to offer its customers
convenient and immediate access to their
MSA funds with a Visa Check Card.9 7 This
company operates in 49 states for state and
federally qualified MSAs and all 50 states for
nonqualified MSAs.9 8 As of June 2001,
American Health Value had more than
30,000 MSA accounts, managed $60 million
in trust, and had paid out $35 million in
direct payments to medical providers and
others.9 9A profile of American Health Value
MSA holders indicates that 28 percent have
single coverage and 72 percent have family
MSA coverage. Ten percent of account hold-
ers are single parents with at least one child.
Almost 50 percent were previously unin-
sured. The average age of the primary insured
(MSA holder) is 42 years.1 0 0

The MSA funds administered by
American Health Value are deposited with
the Home Federal Savings and Loan
Association of Idaho in an interest-bearing,
FDIC-insured account. The company offers
other investment options through Delaware
Investments,101 which allows an MSA holder
to choose among more than 30 mutual
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funds. In order to make mutual fund invest-
ments, an account holder must have a $1,250
MSA balance. The minimum initial invest-
ment in a mutual fund is set at $1,000, and
subsequent investments may be made in
$250 increments. (As long as a $250 balance
is retained in one’s regular interest-bearing
American Health Value MSA to cover any
medical expenses, mutual fund deposits are
permitted.) The company recommends that
account holders keep at least the amount of
their insurance policy’s deductible plus other
likely out-of-pocket medical expenses in their
regular MSA. The company currently works
with several insurance companies to offer
high-deductible health insurance coverage.

In addition to a Visa Check Card for con-
venience in purchasing health care services,
American Health Value offers a wide range of
MSA administrative services such as a clear
monthly statement detailing contributions,
withdrawals, and interest income; electronic
transfers from checking or savings accounts;
year-end tax forms; access to account informa-
tion 24 hours a day; e-mail service to answer
questions by the next business day; and a savvy
Web site at www.americanhealthvalue.com
that compiles some of the most complete
MSA marketing information available to
consumers.

The Women’s Clinic in Boise, Idaho, has
had an MSA with American Health Value
since 1997, according to spokesperson Cathy
Treadway.102 Thirty-eight of the 55 employees
have chosen employer-sponsored insurance.
Other clinic employees do not participate
because they work part-time or are covered
under their spouse’s plan. The clinic switched
to the MSA plan because it was experiencing
annual health insurance premium increases of
from 18 to 22 percent. MSAs provided flexi-
bility and choice to employees. At the same
time, the MSA plan reduced or stabilized the
clinic’s health insurance costs, and it soon
became the health insurance option of choice.
However, the Women’s Clinic still offers a
choice of employee health insurance benefits.
Under the MSA option, employees may select
individual coverage with a $1,550 individual

deductible, and the clinic deposits $975 in
one’s MSA account. For family MSA coverage,
the deductible is $3,030, and the employer-
paid MSA deposit remains $975. The
Women’s Clinic also offers a lower-deductible
insurance option, with no MSA but with pre-
scription drug coverage. Currently, about 50
percent of the employees are enrolled in the
MSA plan, and the other 50 percent have cho-
sen the lower-deductible insurance plan.
Employees express high satisfaction with the
MSA option. In many instances, says
Treadway, employees appear to have chosen to
save their MSA funds and invest them rather
than withdraw the money to pay for routine
medical care.

Individual consumers are also satisfied
with American Health Value’s MSAs. Mary
Beth Wilson works at the Westchester
Anesthesiology Clinic in Westchester, New
York.103 The clinic has 23 employees (19 anes-
thesiologists and 4 staff members) enrolled in
the MSA employer plan. The clinic used to
have a low-deductible health insurance plan,
but rising premium rates made it unafford-
able. The clinic offers two kinds of federally
qualified MSA plans—a $2,000 individual
deductible plan with 65 percent of the
deductible amount ($1,300) deposited in an
MSA and a $4,000 family deductible plan with
75 percent of the deductible amount ($3,000)
deposited in an MSA. Many clinic employees
use their MSAs quite a bit, because they have
young children. However, about one-quarter
of the employees, including Wilson, have cho-
sen not to withdraw deposited money from
their MSAs and prefer to pay routine medical
expenses out of their own pockets. Those
employees invest their MSA funds in mutual
funds in order to save for future high-cost
medical expenses or long-term-care needs.
Wilson, for example, has accumulated as
much as $8,000 in her MSA since the pro-
gram’s inception. She indicated that the only
downside to the program, other than the fear
that it would not be extended permanently by
the federal government, is the education fac-
tor. She observed that, in switching from a tra-
ditional lower-deductible plan to a high-
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deductible/MSA plan, many employees had a
hard time grasping the concept of paying for a
service up-front with their own money and
then getting reimbursed out of their MSA
after the fact. 

Fortis Health Insurance Company. Fortis
Health, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is another
leading MSA company. Although it has not
implemented a specific program to capture
all the data associated with its MSA policy-
holders, Fortis reported the following results:

• Fortis Health serves 35,000 MSA hold-
ers, 15 percent of whom were previous-
ly uninsured.

• The most likely customers tend to be
lawyers, veterinarians, certified public
accountants, and other individuals
working from home offices. Other
major MSA customer occupations
include construction, arts or crafts,
farming, mechanics, sales, and comput-
ers and high tech.

• About 80 percent of Fortis Health cus-
tomers are self-employed; the rest are
small businesses. 

• Slightly more than half of Fortis
Health’s small-group MSAs are for fam-
ily coverage. For self-employed MSA
customers, there are about twice as
many family policies as single policies.

• The average Fortis Health MSA policy
covers slightly more than two people.

• Fortis Health’s individual coverage
MSA plans typically cost 30 percent to
60 percent less than comparable poli-
cies with a $400 deductible.

• About 65 percent of Fortis Health’s
customers surveyed did not want a
check generated automatically when
they spent money for medical expenses.
Fortis Health administrators believe
those customers are using MSAs to
save for the long term, or at least for
major medical expenses.1 0 4

Here’s a revealing profile of a Fortis
Health customer. Thor Johnson switched to
an MSA plan after he experienced difficulties

with traditional insurance coverage. Johnson
was an officer with Pan American Airways
until it went out of business. He switched to
another, smaller airline with a self-funded
health insurance plan. The airline soon expe-
rienced financial difficulties, and it failed to
pay its health insurance claims, unbe-
knownst to its employees. Johnson had knee
surgery while still an employee. By the time
all of his claims were processed, the company
did not pay any of the bills. Johnson, by then
unemployed and uninsured, was stuck with
the unpaid balance. Soon he formed his own
graphic arts company, Arrow Art Inter-
national, in Great Falls, Virginia. After having
been left with thousands of dollars in unpaid
medical bills, he shopped around for a health
insurance plan that would offer him better
protection. He vowed he would never be
placed in the same situation again. The
Fortis Health MSA he selected in 1997
offered him the reassurance that he could
save for future medical expenses and at the
same time pay much lower premiums than
charged for traditional, low-deductible
health insurance. Johnson and his wife are
the only ones in their company with an MSA,
because Arrow Art International has a lot of
part-time or seasonal employees. However, as
the company expands, the Johnsons intend
to offer an MSA plan to their employees. In
light of their personal experience with
unpaid medical bills, the Johnsons have elect-
ed not to use their MSA funds to pay for rou-
tine medical care but to save the funds for
protection against possible future major
expenses. They already have accumulated sev-
eral thousand dollars in their MSA. 

Golden Rule Insurance Company. Golden
Rule first began offering MSA plans in 1993. It
administers more than 40,000 MSAs for self-
employed individuals and groups nation-
wide.105 Balances in those MSA accounts are
automatically rolled over from year to year. In
2000 the MSA balances nationwide for
Golden Rule customers totaled $48,118,323
(Table 1).106 The age and family status of
Golden Rule’s customers (as of May 2000) are
provided in Tables 2 and 3.107
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Golden Rule offers two MSA plans—the
MSA 100 Plan and the MSA 80 Plan. The
high deductibles offered under either plan
are $1,600 or $2,400 for individual coverage
and $3,200 and $4,800 for family coverage.
The MSA 100 Plan pays 100 percent after
the deductible is met, and the MSA 80 Plan
pays 80 percent above the deductible until a
somewhat higher total out-of-pocket maxi-
mum is reached.1 0 8 Both plans offer a pre-
ferred provider organization (PPO) or a non-
PPO depending on what variations are avail-
able in particular states. 

This is the story of one Golden Rule cus-

tomer: Martin Schliessmann is a self-
employed graphic artist at Martin Design in
Mushawake, Indiana.109 He has owned his
MSA since they were first authorized under
HIPAA on January 1, 1997. Schliessmann
previously was covered under his wife’s
employer’s health plan until she lost her job.
At the time, Mr. Schliessmann had been
working for Golden Rule on some MSA mar-
keting materials, and he knew that the MSA
was an ideal health benefit plan for his situa-
tion. He now has catastrophic insurance cov-
erage with a $3,200 family deductible, and he
makes monthly $100 deposits into his MSA.
He seldom has withdrawn money from his
MSA over the past few years, because his fam-
ily’s health care expenses have been very lim-
ited. He has accumulated more than $5,000
in his MSA to cover new health expenses or
save for long-term-care needs.

Medical Savings Insurance Company. This
Indianapolis-based MSA company began
selling plans on January 1, 1997, and its MSA
sales have grown significantly in the past year
or so, increasing more than 300 percent from
May 2000 to May 2001.1 1 0 Medical Savings
Insurance Company president Randy Suttles
attributes much of the increase to the prob-
lems experienced in various states with small-

Table 1
Golden Rule Insurance Company Customers’
Cumulative MSA Balances Nationwide

Year Total (dollars)

2000 48,118,323

1999 35,252,811

1998 23,340,044

1997 10,381,137

1996a 2,059,536

1995a 355,921

Source: Jo Ann Robinson, Golden Rule Insurance
Company.
aIncludes only federally nonqualified MSAs. Other years
include HIPAA MSA balances and nonqualified MSA
balances.

Table 3
Family Status of Golden Rule Customers

Family Status Total (percentage)

Single male 17.18

Single female 12.48

Husband and wife 17.45

Single male with children 5.76

Single female with children 4.70

Husband and wife with children 42.38

Unknown 0.05
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Table 2
Ages of Golden Rule Customers

Age Group Total
(years) (percentage)

0–18 0.09
19–25 2.43
26–35 18.43
36–45 38.56
46–55 29.15
56–64 11.30
Unknown 0.04



group market reforms implemented over the
past couple of years.1 1 1 Suttles believes that
guaranteed issue reforms caused small-group
market insurers to dramatically increase
rates. Many companies that cannot afford
the increase in premiums have switched from
traditional health insurance coverage to MSA
plans, which tend to offer lower premiums
because of their higher deductible levels. 

Christina Anderson Wright, a recently
divorced single mother in Burke, Virginia, had
health insurance while she was married. After
her divorce, she became uninsured because
she could not afford coverage for both herself
and her son. However, with an MSA from
Medical Savings Insurance Company, she
gained the opportunity to buy an affordable
high-deductible health plan and deposit addi-
tional money in an MSA. Wright used the
MSA often, because her son was diagnosed
with a speech impediment and needed to see a
therapist. Under her previous health plan, that
treatment was not covered. With her MSA
funds now available, she can provide the nec-
essary services for her son as a nontaxable,
qualified medical expense. Wright believes
that the MSA option makes the most sense for
her as a single parent.112

Plan3, Inc. For the past decade, this
Rockville, Maryland, benefits company has
been a pioneer in MSA-style programs for
corporations of all sizes. Plan3 administers
both federally qualified and nonqualified
MSA plans. Plan3 president Dennis Kelly
emphasizes that consumers need to be aware
that their insurance claims for routine health
care drive up the cost of premiums and divert
funds that could be spent on direct employee
benefits. “For every dollar spent on typical
insurance premiums, approximately 40 per-
cent goes toward yearly routine claims, while
35 percent is reserved for insuring major inci-
dents, and 25 percent for life-altering inci-
dents,” says Kelly.113

The Cato Institute, in Washington, D.C., is
one of Plan3’s business clients. Cato provides a
comprehensively designed benefit plan made
up of a combination of employer-sponsored
benefits underwritten by the Guardian Life

Insurance Company and administered by
Plan3. In addition to prescription drug card dis-
count benefits, optional dental coverage, and a
voluntary PPO network, Cato offers its employ-
ees a high-deductible MSA plan. Cato began
offering its employees MSA benefits in January
1997, shortly after passage of HIPAA. At that
time, Cato had fewer than 50 employees and
was eligible for federally qualified MSAs as a
small employer. Now “grandfathered” in,
Cato’s 90-plus employees can still enjoy the tax
benefits of federally qualified MSAs.

The HIPAA-qualified deductible is $2,250
for individual coverage and $4,500 for family
coverage. After satisfaction of the high
deductible, the plan reimburses 100 percent of
reasonable and customary charges for most ser-
vices including prescription drugs. Mellon
Bank administers the interest-bearing MSA
component of the Cato plan. Each year, on a
monthly prorated basis, Cato deposits $1,463
in each participating employee’s MSA.
Employees with family coverage may elect to
contribute as much as an additional $1,912 in
pretax wages to their MSAs through voluntary
salary reduction agreements. 

As a self-insured employer, Cato is respon-
sible for 100 percent of covered claims above
an employee’s $2,250 individual deductible,
up to $7,500.1 1 4Cato pays for 100 percent of
covered claims above the $4,500 deductible
for employees with family coverage, up to
$15,000.115 In addition, Cato pays 50 percent
of covered claims beginning at levels above
$7,500 up to a ceiling of $17,500 for employ-
ees with single coverage, and its third-party
insurer Guardian Life pays the other 50 per-
cent.116 For employees with family coverage,
Cato pays 50 percent of covered claims begin-
ning at levels above $15,000 up to a ceiling of
$35,000, and Guardian pays the other 50 per-
cent of those claims.1 1 7Guardian is responsi-
ble for 100 percent of all remaining amounts
of annual covered claims above $17,500 for
individual coverage and above $35,000 for
family coverage.

More than 85 percent of Cato’s employees
were participating in the MSA plan as of
September 2000. Employees with other
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insurance coverage (e.g., a spouse’s plan) can
exercise a Deferred Deductible Account
option for supplemental health benefits (up
to $1,800 annually), which they may use as a
tax-deductible source of funds to pay any
legitimate out-of-pocket medical or dental
expenses (i.e., not reimbursed under their

other non-Cato insurance coverage), includ-
ing premiums for other health insurance cov-
erage. The unspent balance in the DDA is
paid out as a cash bonus at the end of the
plan year and is taxed as ordinary income. 

The Cato plan combines several cost-sav-
ing tools. By setting relatively high deductibles
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Cato Institute Health Benefits History

1998 1999 2000

1    Total employee-months 786 804 865
2    Avg. no. employees/month 65.5 67.0 72.1
3    Total dependent-months 184 297 218
4    Avg. no. dependents/month 15.3 24.8 18.2
5    Individuals who hit the deductible ($2,250) 3 12 19
6    Families who hit the deductible ($4,500) 0 1 0
7    Total expenses billed to employees $26,908 $56,542 $80,902
8    No. times Cato hit the 100 percent 

self-insurance cap (individuals) 1 9 5
9    No. times Cato hit the 100 percent

self-insurance cap (families) 0 1 0
10  No. times hit Guardian 100% coverage 0 1 0

(ind.)
11  Total expenses covered by Guardian

(50/50 share +100%) $4,842 $33,728 $18,664
12  Total expenses billed to Cato 

(100% + 50/50 share) $14,820 $58,183 $65,739
13  Total Cato paid for employee premiums $53,392 $53,983 $55,652
14  Total Cato contributions to MSAs $95,829 $98,02 $105,461
15  Total health costs to Cato

(sum of lines 12, 13, 14) $164,041 $210,189 $226,852
16  Total under claim experience $46,570 $148,453 $165,305

(sum of lines 7, 11, 12)
17  Premiums per employee per month $67 $67 $64

(line 13 divided by line 1) .93 .14 .34
18  Total Cato health benefits $2,504 $3,137 $3,147

cost/employee (line 15 divided by line 2) .44 .15 .08
19  Total monthly Cato employer health benefits $208 $261 $262

cost/employee (line 18 divided by 12) .70 .43 .26
20  Total health claims costs/employee $711 $2,215 $2,293

(line 16 divided by line 2) .00 .72 .25
21  Total monthly health claims cost/employee $59 $184 $191

(line 20 divided by line 12) .25 .64 .10

Source: Guardian Life Insurance Company.

Note: Complete records for 1997 are not readily available.



for every employee’s insurance coverage, the
plan encourages workers to become better
consumers of health care. The opportunity to
accumulate savings in their MSAs by spending
less out of pocket on health care provides a
further incentive to make economical choices.
As its covered employees demonstrated that
they had become prudent health care shop-

pers, Cato was able to increase the portion of
additional risk above workers’ insurance
deductibles that it retains as a self-insured
employer. As a result, Cato’s health care costs
per employee remained essentially the same in
1999 and 2000 ($262.26 per month in 1999,
$261.43 per month in 2000), as indicated in
Table 4. In addition to leaving employees in

Table 5
Survey Results: Cato MSA Accounts

Average
ID Tax-Qualified Non-Tax-Qualified Savings per Years Hit
No. Months Contribution Withdrawals Withdrawals Savings Month Deductible

Individual Coverage

1 43 5,242.44 -2,375.65 0 2,866.79 66.67 -
2 43 5,242.00 -4,365.00 0 877.00 20.40 97,98,99,00
3 44 5,369.96 0.00 0 5,369.96 122.04 -
4 43 5,242.44 -1,435.90 0 3,806.54 88.52 99,00

5 43 5,242.44 0.00 0a 5,242.44a 121.93 -
6 30 3,657.60 -289.25 0 3,368.35 112.28 -
7 4 490.48 -160.00 0 330.48 82.62 -
8 5 578.91 0.00 0 578.91 115.78 -
9 7 853.44 -354.09 0 499.35 71.34 -
10 5 579.29 0.00 0 579.29 115.86 -
11 15 1,828.80 -370.62 0 1,458.18 97.21 -
12 9 1,103.58 0.00 0 1,103.58 122.62 -
13 14 1,716.68 -315.00 0 1,401.68 100.12 -
14 43 5,247.46 -3,418.21 0 1,829.25 42.54 -
15 18 2,193.82 0.00 0 2,193.82 121.88 99,00
16 1 121.92 0.00 0 121.92 121.92 -

Average savings per month per employee $95.23
Average savings per year per employee $1,142.80

Family Coverage
17 38 10,687.88 6,129.47 0 4,558.41 119.96 -
18 27 7,594.02 6,817.69 0 776.33 28.75 99
19 43 12,097.33 9,627.00 0 2,470.33 57.45 -
20 31 5,717.00 5,000.00 0 717.00 23.13 00
21 43 12,093.25 11,020.00 0 1,073.25 24.96 -
22 1 243.00 0.00 0 243.00 243.00 -
23 42 11,812.92 2,200.00 0 9,612.92 228.88 -
24 29 7,237.92 5,467.73 0 1,770.19 61.04 99

Average savings per month $98.40
Average savings per year $1,180.75

aFunds in excess of $3,500 transferred to an MSA brokerage subaccount for higher interest earnings.
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charge of managing their routine health care
expenses and beginning its self-insured cover-
age at higher thresholds, Cato saved addition-
al money by raising the levels at which it pur-
chased its own third-party reinsurance cover-
age (monthly premiums paid by Cato per
employee dropped from $67.93 in 1998 to
$67.14 in 1999 and to $64.34 in 2000).
Although Cato employees paid higher
amounts out of pocket for health care, their
total MSA deposits were even higher, resulting
in a net savings for employees for the
1998–2000 period of approximately $565 per
employee per year ($299,314 total MSA
deposits, $164,352 total covered health care
expenses billed to employees, leaving total net
employee savings—apart from interest earn-
ings—equal to $134,962).

A survey of Cato employees conducted in
August 2000 revealed that all but one of
them retained positive balances in their
MSAs, no one had ever withdrawn MSA
funds for nonhealth spending purposes, and
balances grew higher the longer one partici-
pated in the MSA health plan. Average sav-
ings retained in MSAs were $95.23 per
month ($1,143 annually) for those employ-
ees with individual coverage and $98.40 per
month ($1,181 annually) for surveyed
employees with family coverage (Table 5).

In addition to gaining a new source of
enhanced personal savings and greater con-
trol over their individual health care choices,
Cato employees profited from the MSA
plan’s health spending economies when Cato
used its budget savings to help finance a new
401(k) retirement benefit plan. 

Nonqualified MSA Plans for Larger
Employers

Like many medium- to large-sized
employers, Golden Rule Insurance Company
did not qualify for the HIPAA MSA demon-
stration project because it employed more
than 50 workers. Therefore, the company
continued to offer its 1,000 employees the
nonqualified MSA plan options that Golden
Rule had in place before the HIPAA MSA
program.

Golden Rule offers its employees three
choices in health insurance plans. Employees
may choose between two types of MSA plans
and a traditional indemnity plan. Under each
plan, Golden Rule offers its employees the
opportunity to choose coverage within a full
doctor/hospital network or hospital net-
works where available. Use of a network
provider will result in significant cost sav-
ings. Under this full preferred provider orga-
nization coverage, the provider used must
participate in the designated network.
Benefit payments to other nonparticipating
providers are reduced by 20 percent.
However, this “penalty” applies to payments
for claim amounts above the plan’s applica-
ble deductible, and it is capped at $5,000 per
person per calendar year. The penalty will be
waived in emergency situations, as defined by
the insurance policy.1 1 8

Golden Rule’s MSA option offers a high-
deductible health insurance plan along with a
company-sponsored fund, which employees
can use to pay for any health expenses below the
deductible level. Any money left in the fund at
the end of the year is distributed to employees
as taxable income. The Golden Rule MSA
requires only one deductible for all family
members. Under the MSA 100% Option, ben-
efits are paid at 100 percent of covered expens-
es after the deductible is met. Under the MSA
80% Option, benefits are paid at 80 percent of
covered expenses after the deductible is met,
with a maximum additional out-of-pocket
expense of $1,000. Benefits then are paid at 100
percent of remaining covered expenses. 

Golden Rule’s other health insurance
option, the Traditional Plan, pays for bene-
fits at 80 percent of covered expenses after
the $500 deductible is met. Each family
member, up to a maximum of three, has to
meet a separate deductible. Each family
member (no maximum) is subject to maxi-
mum out-of-pocket costs of $1,000 per cov-
ered person (20 percent of the $5,000 per per-
son out-of-pocket maximum exposure above
the $500 deductible). 

Prescription drug coverage is included
under all Golden Rule plans with preferred
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pricing provided through a prescription card
service. All plans have a $1 million maximum
lifetime benefit limit per covered person. The
premium payments for those plans may be
made with pretax dollars through a section 125
plan. Golden Rule pays 75 percent of those pre-
miums and the employee pays the remaining
25 percent through the section 125 option. 

Nearly 98 percent of Golden Rule’s
employees with company-sponsored insur-
ance coverage have chosen the MSA option. In
2000, 79 percent of the 687 employees with
MSAs received year-end refunds averaging
$989 each (Table 6). Most employees chose to
receive their MSA balance refund as a check,
although they have the option of rolling it
over to cover the following year’s health care
expenses. Even if an employee chooses to roll
over his MSA refund, it still is not tax advan-
taged because the Golden Rule plan is not a
HIPAA-qualified plan. The rollover would be
into an annuity that allows withdrawals for
any medical purpose without an additional
penalty or fee. Under a traditional health
insurance plan, those accumulated funds
would already have been paid toward the
insurance portion of the policy. Golden Rule’s
MSA plan saves that money and distributes it
to employees and their families. From 1993 to
2000 the company refunded a total of
$5,030,100 to its employees.1 1 9

Reconsidering the Future for MSAs
Although the current HIPAA MSA pilot

program for certain Americans under age 65
was set to expire December 31, 2000, Congress
voted on December 15 to extend that deadline
another two years, until December 31, 2002.120

(It also gave federally qualified MSAs a new
name, “Archer MSAs.”) After that date, all eli-
gible individuals who previously made or
received MSA contributions (or who are
employed by certain employers whose employ-
ees previously used those employers’ MSA
plans) will still be able to make or receive MSA
contributions—as long as they remain eligible
individuals (e.g., they continue to be self-
employed or they do not switch to another
employer that does not currently, or did not
previously, sponsor an MSA plan).121 Despite
this temporary “stay of execution” for the
HIPAA MSA demonstration project, the
remaining structural flaws and handicaps
within current law remain unchanged.

Political momentum for fixing MSA
problems increased during the 2000 presi-
dential campaign. Republican candidate
Gov. George W. Bush advocated permanent
legal status for an expanded version of MSAs
that would be available to all Americans.
Bush favored lifting the federal cap of
750,000 on the number of accounts. He
would allow all employers to offer MSAs to
their workers. He supported lower minimum
deductibles for accompanying catastrophic
health insurance plans ($1,000 for individu-
als and $2,000 for families), and he would let
both employers and employees contribute to
MSAs.1 2 2 During the second presidential
campaign debate in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, on October 12, 2000, Governor
Bush noted that his plan to make health care
affordable and available included expanded
access to MSAs. He explained:

First, there are some who should be
buying health care who choose not
to. . . . Some of the healthy folks, you
know the young kids say I’ll never get
sick; therefore I’m not going to
have—don’t need health care right
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Table 6
MSA Refunds to Golden Rule Employees

Year Total Average Refund

2000 $533,948 $989
1999 $556,927 $1,016
1998 $581,177 $963
1997 $624,747 $924
1996 $707,693 $976
1995 $823,022 $997
1994 $734,037 $1,002
1993 $468,549 $603
Total $5,030,100 $603

Source: Jo Ann Robinson, Golden Rule Insurance Company.



now. And for those, what I think we
need to do is to develop an invest-
ment-type vehicle that would be an
incentive for, for them to invest. Like
medical savings accounts with roll-
over capacity. In other words, you say
to a youngster, it’ll be in your finan-
cial interest to start saving for future
illness.1 2 3

On the other hand, Democratic candidate
Vice President Albert Gore was opposed to
efforts to broaden MSAs, arguing that such
proposals have the potential to segment
healthy populations from the sick in the
insurance market and leave sicker popula-
tions with higher health care costs.1 2 4

After he was elected president, Bush fol-
lowed through on his commitment to MSAs
in developing his administration’s new
health care reform agenda. His budget mes-
sage to Congress on February 28 included
new tax provisions to extend Archer MSAs
permanently.125 The Bush administration’s
budget plan also proposed removal of the
750,000 cap on the number of accounts in
the MSA program, effective after December
31, 2001. The administration would expand
eligibility to include all individuals and
employees of firms of all sizes covered by a
high-deductible health plan (except individu-
als claiming a proposed refundable tax credit
for health insurance premiums for the same
taxable year). The Bush plan also would
modify the definition of “high deductible” to
permit deductibles as low as $1,000 for indi-
vidual coverage policies and $2,000 in all
other cases. It would increase the maximum
annual tax-preferred MSA contribution to
100 percent of the deductible; allow those
tax-preferred contributions to be made by
the employee, the employer, or both up to the
applicable annual limit for the individual;
and allow contributions to MSAs under cafe-
teria plans.126

The Medical Savings Account Availability
Act of 2001, sponsored in the House (H.R.
1524) by Representatives Thomas and
Lipinski and in the Senate (S. 1067) by

Senators Grassley, Torricelli, and Craig, would
enact the Bush proposals described above
(except for the refundable tax credit disqualifi-
cation). The bills also would provide incen-
tives for PPOs to offer MSAs, by allowing
MSA-eligible PPOs to offer first-dollar cover-
age on preventive care that is not mandated by
state law.

How to Improve and Expand MSAs for
Everyone

The federal MSA program has been
unnecessarily handicapped, if not perma-
nently crippled, by HIPAA’s unreasonable
restrictions on the MSA demonstration proj-
ect. The Bush administration’s proposals for
reform and expansion of MSAs, along with
the Medical Savings Account Availability Act,
target the key steps needed to provide a fairer
test of MSAs for all Americans. Last year’s
simple extension of the flawed HIPAA exper-
iment for two additional years did not other-
wise change the original terms of the pro-
gram. If Congress wishes to improve health
care choices for consumers, it should not
only permanently authorize federally quali-
fied MSAs. It should also

• lift the 750,000 enrollment cap and
allow an unlimited number of people
to have MSAs; 

• expand MSA eligibility to include
employees in businesses of all sizes, as
well as employees without employer-
sponsored insurance; 

• allow MSA plans to offer a much wider
range of deductibles, with lower mini-
mum and much higher maximum level
requirements;

• allow MSA holders to fund fully their
MSAs each year (at least up to 100 per-
cent of the insurance policy deduct-
ible);

• allow employers and employees to com-
bine their contributions to MSAs at any
time within a given year; and

• either preempt first-dollar state-man-
dated benefits or provide the flexibility
for MSA plans to adjust to comply
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with those conflicting insurance man-
dates.

Permanent Authorization. The two-year
extension of the Archer MSA program still
provides no certainty that this insurance
market will be able to continue and grow
beyond 2002. Without permanent authoriza-
tion of tax-qualified MSA insurance options,
major insurers will remain reluctant to enter
a limited, short-term market and commit sig-
nificant resources to expanding it. Most
innovative tax products require longer than
four to six years to fully take hold. For exam-
ple, IRAs, which were not handicapped with
as many eligibility restrictions and product
design requirements as MSAs, were first
introduced in 1974, and by 1978 fewer than
100,000 of them had been sold.1 2 7 It takes
time to develop and market new employee
benefits to the general public. 

Lifting Enrollment Caps. The current
numerical limit of 750,000 was temporarily
removed under the two-year extension of the
Archer MSA program, but it remains unclear
whether it would be restored in the future,
particularly if enrollment surged closer to the
old limits. The old numerical cap clearly kept
the largest insurance players out of the MSA
market during its early years, by discouraging
them from aggressively marketing an MSA
product nationwide for such a small number
of customers.128

Eligibility for All Businesses and All Workers.
HIPAA limited MSA eligibility to employers
in the small-group market and the self-
employed in the individual market.
Unfortunately, small employers lack the
time, resources, staff, and expertise to experi-
ment with innovative health care benefits,
evaluate alternatives, improve existing bene-
fits, or educate their employees about new
options. The small-group market operates
under more volatile economic conditions as
well as the burden of the most onerous state
regulations and mandated benefits.
Removing the size limits on businesses eligi-
ble for MSAs would allow insurers to market
plans to large employers and provide a much

fairer test of MSAs in all market segments.1 2 9

Allowing a Wider, More Flexible Range of
Deductibles. The narrow range between mini-
mum and maximum deductible levels
allowed for Archer MSAs fails to meet con-
sumers’ needs. It prevents insurers from
offering a greater variety of qualified policies
and adjusting to demands from different
market segments and population groups.
Current minimum deductible level require-
ments may be too high for lower-income
families. Possible alternatives include switch-
ing the minimum deductible level to a
required minimum amount of total cost-
sharing exposure or setting lower minimum
deductibles and gradually raising them as
MSA funds accumulate. Maximum
deductible level ceilings for Archer MSAs also
prevent market forces from determining how
much out-of-pocket cost sharing different
consumers face. Limits on cost sharing also
may hamper efforts by managed-care plans
to encourage use of network providers. They
may restrict coverage of particular benefits
customarily subject to high coinsurance
requirements (e.g., mental health, prescrip-
tion drugs) and eliminate incentives to con-
trol costs after policyholders meet their
deductibles. HIPAA rules also prevent health
plans from varying deductibles according to
types of medical services (e.g., discretionary
versus preventive or emergency) or geograph-
ic differences in health care costs.130

Full and Flexible Funding of MSAs. Allowing
MSAs to be funded annually in an amount at
least up to 100 percent of the insurance
deductible level, and at any time of the year,
would make MSAs more appealing and avail-
able to consumers. Instead of being limited
to prorated monthly MSA contributions,
consumers could set aside money early in the
year for enhanced protection against unex-
pected medical bills. An earlier full funding
option also would reduce current disincen-
tives for MSA plan sales in the latter half of
any given year. Permitting combined contri-
butions by an employer and an employer to a
single MSA would further enhance prospects
for sufficient funding.1 3 1
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Dealing with State Insurance Mandates. Most
state-imposed regulatory barriers to MSA plan
availability could be knocked down either by
preempting benefits mandates for MSA plans
or by allowing accompanying high-deductible
insurance policies to cover state-mandated
“preventive” services benefits. 

Additional Options. MSAs could be made
even more attractive by allowing workers to
roll over unspent money in their flexible
spending accounts at year-end into their
MSAs on a tax-free basis. Tax penalties could
be eliminated for withdrawals from MSAs for
nonqualified expenses, as long as the distrib-
utions do not reduce the remaining MSA bal-
ance below the level of the annual insurance
deductible. Congress also could authorize
the Federal Employees Health Benefits pro-
gram to offer MSA options, and it could
allow MSAs to be offered under cafeteria
plans for tax-advantaged employee benefits.

Conclusion

The fight over MSAs in Congress remains
fundamentally about control. MSAs give
control to patients and physicians. Advocates
of nationalized health care understand that
expanded use of MSAs and their institution-
alization in private health care markets will
block any hope for a government-run health
care system. Managed-care insurance compa-
nies understand that MSAs represent a new
competitive alternative that could undercut
the value of the insurance products in which
they have invested over the last few
decades.132

After several years of restrained increases,
health insurance premiums are rising again
at rates several times the rate of inflation.
These premium hikes are expected to contin-
ue over the next three years and will result in
more people, particularly middle-class fami-
lies and those working in small businesses,
becoming uninsured. Many small employers
are experiencing even higher annual rate
increases of 15 to 20 percent. When premi-
ums rise, employers are often forced to pass

on those costs to their workers, or eliminate
health benefits entirely. Many workers sim-
ply become uninsured, because they either
cannot afford the additional cost of their
employers’ insurance or cannot pay for their
own individual insurance policies.

More than seventy percent of Americans
covered by insurance file less than $500 in
medical claims a year. Expanding the avail-
ability of federally qualified MSAs with high-
deductible coverage could allow many of
those people to economize on insurance
costs, save for future medical and long-term-
care expenses, and still be protected against
the expense of a catastrophic illness.
Potential MSA customers certainly will be
interested in purchasing more flexible and
better-structured MSA plans. A nationwide
random survey from the Kaiser Family
Foundation and Harvard University found
that, of 1,001 adults surveyed, 43 percent said
they would be very likely to somewhat likely
to choose an MSA if the deductible were
$2,000. If the deductible were $5,000, 37 per-
cent said they would be very likely to some-
what likely to choose an MSA.133 Other mar-
ket studies by the Council for Affordable
Health Insurance and the National Blue
Cross Blue Shield Association found that
almost half of all employees would definitely
or probably switch to an MSA if it were
offered to them.

We have enough evidence to indicate the
right and wrong ways to provide MSA insur-
ance options. Congress should see the merits
of MSAs and allow everyone the opportunity
to establish one. Simply peeling off the spe-
cial legislative and regulatory restrictions on
federally qualified MSAs would go a long way
toward correcting the problems that hamper
the current MSA program.1 3 4 In the mean-
time, nonqualified MSAs remain available as
an alternative. 

As Cato’s director of health and welfare
studies, Michael Tanner, observed shortly
after the original MSA experiment was autho-
rized in 1996: “While MSAs are not a ‘silver
bullet’ that would instantly solve the problem
of Americans without health insurance, they
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would be a major step on the road to universal
access. . . . It would be a shame if naked self-
interest or ideological zeal prevented genuine,
consumer-oriented health care reform.”135
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